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Sicuro responds to Senate questions on the plan

By Jennifer Ouellette
Contributing Editor

The Roger Williams College plan for the '90s was the big topic at last Monday's Student Senate meeting, where President Natalie Sicuro, was present to answer questions and concerns the Senate had about the plan. Vice President Robert McKenna, Dean Malcolm Forbes and Executive Secretary of the College Planning Council, Mel Topf also attended the meeting and were available for questions.

One of the first concerns expressed by the Senate was the proposed seven percent per year tuition increase. Sicuro explained that this seven percent will serve as a guideline, but will most likely work out to be the amount of the increase after the yearly budget is done.

The reasons for the increase, he said, are to try to stay abreast of inflation while adding certain facilities to the school that are needed for the continuation of the college.

Some of those facilities include the new dorms. The college is waiting for and anticipating approval for the dorms from the Supreme Court within a few weeks, he said.

Plans for a larger student union are also in the plan. Sicuro said the existing student union was built for 500 students, while the number of students on campus has quadrupled.

"Projects like this are not frosting on the cake," Sicuro said.

Search for former student continues

By Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor

Another air search may be the next step in the search for 25-year-old Joseph Rourke, a former RWC student, missing since Feb. 4.

Rhode Island State Police conducted an air search of the RWC campus last Monday, as well as an air search of the Common Fence Point area in Portsmouth where Rourke lives.

The Connecticut State Police conducted a search of the Island Park area of Portsmouth on Wednesday with dogs specially trained to locate decomposed bodies at the request of the RI State Police, according to a spokesperson at the RI State Police who asked not to be identified.

"The dog went into the water (near Rourke's home) twice during the search," the spokesperson said. "It was unusual because this particular dog hates the water."

Evaluate Sicuro and the plan

By Kary Andrews
Features Editor

President Sicuro has been holding the reins of leadership at RWC for about eight months now.

We decided to ask a few faculty members how they feel about the Plan for the '90s and if they feel that Sicuro has a tight enough hold on the reins to satisfy all his constituents.

After all, students are evaluated each semester, why not the administration?

James Tackach
Humanities Faculty

"I think he's much more energetic than his predecessor. He is more visible in the academic community and the community at large, which is a positive quality."

I am happy we finally have a long range plan because to my knowledge we haven't had one before. I agree with a lot of the projects in it and disagree with others, specifically the law school.

I don't think a music building should be top priority." Tackach said that he doesn't think the college should be concerned with a law school or a music building at this point. He also expressed concern that the President had included both items in his plan despite opposition from his planning council.

"I think the group was wise in opposing it. I think we need to strengthen our undergraduate program before moving into a professional school."

Sicuro and the plan

By Dolores Delpadre
Staff Writer

SAVE OUR LIBRARY--The architecture library, that is.

One of the intended plans for the '90s is to move the architecture library into the new library. But why fix something if it already works?

Many of you are probably familiar with or have heard about the goals and objectives the Plan of the '90s wishes to accomplish. The goal of this particular plan is to "consolidate all library operations in the new library building," as stated in the draft of the plan.

"A year ago when the new library was planned, it was decided the architecture library would not be moved into the main library;" according to Betsy Peck, Learned, Architecture Librarian. "Therefore, the main library would base its seating on the population of the student body, minus the 200 architecture students."

The new library will not have enough seating to accommodate the architecture students, according to Learned. Numerous architecture book shelves will greatly reduce seating in the new library. Also, adding 200 architecture students that weren't originally accounted for will lower the seating capacity.

"I think the number one problem with merging the two libraries is it would hurt library service to the students," Learned said. "The students would no longer have immediate access to visual materials for the design process."

People don't understand the way architects work. It's not like sitting down and doing a math assignment," Steven Gould, a second year architecture student, said. "You're always in and out of the architecture library, referring to other architects' work, and learning from their ideas."

According to Mary Masley, the library technical assistant at Architecture Library Circulation, "The students have great pride in the architecture library and work in a quiet manner. They each respect one another's work environment and have a tendency to help one another."

"The students here are under a great pressure, always running in and out," Masley said. "The move will impede..."
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The promises and projections in a broad sense are promising and positive but it remains to be seen whether they will go in or not. — Lorraine Dennis

Psychology Faculty

"I think a law school would be a great advantage in terms of visibility, and reputation, however what if the professional school would seize most of the resources, thus leaving the undergraduate system less well supplied? So I guess we have to wait and see in terms of that."

We are clearly a school that needs better resources. It looks as though the president is busying himself with getting them, but will he? I have to hold my judgement until I see the outcomes. — Dennis

expressed some concern over the impending reorganization, specifically the addition of a dean for each separate school. "The deans I see initially as another level of bureaucracy that we call it, afford when our resources are already limited. For example we can no longer have team taught courses because we don't have enough money, but then why are we going to spend all that money on another layer of bureaucracy that the faculty used to handle?"

I have not formed any judgement. I'm waiting to see what happens with facilitating faculty teaching, and to see if it ends up being harder to teach than easier. If it turns out that there will be more road blocks in our way I will be unhappy.

This new man is fundamentally changing the way the institution will operate, so we are waiting to see how it works." — Phillip Schuyler

SEARCH FROM PAGE 1

From a helicopter, police have a good view into the water, until the water level gets too deep, he said. There's no new news," said Detective Corporate Dennis Seale of the Portsmouth Police Department, who was contacted on Friday.

Seale said students who knew Rouke could help by checking in with each other. It is probable that Rouke did not know many people at the college, said Joseph Rouke's mother, Denise, since he only took three courses last semester. He was not attending RWC this semester and had not been planning to, she said.

Mrs. Rouke was contacted Saturday night after returning from what has turned into a weekly gathering of the Rouke family to regroup and be together.

"I have the support of family and friends," she said. "And their prayers."

Rouke is described as six feet tall, one inch tall, 170 pounds, with brown hair and blue eyes. Anyone with any information is asked to call 274-6800.

LIBRARY FROM PAGE 1

their access to information quickly since the library is (currently) within their building."

Jim Wilson, a fourth year architecture student and president of the American Institute of Architecture Students, said, "They planned the new library without even considering the architecture library or the architecture students."

Dean Forbes received a petition drawn up by Wilson and other architecture students. "The petition simply expressed our concern and that we would like to be involved in the decision process for our department," Wilson said. The petition circulated around the students architecture building and received about 250 signatures, according to Wilson.

"Student, faculty, and librarian interaction would suffer greatly if the two libraries merged. Interaction is what makes this place work so well. If we merge, it would be compromised," Learned said.

The Ultimate New Library Gift

Each time you wash a load at the Ultimate Laundry, 25¢ will be donated to support your new library at RWC.

A sound investment in a cleaner wardrobe and a better education.

This is no ordinary laundry... this is The Ultimate Laundry

*Good through March 31

Belltower Plaza on Metacom Ave, in Bristol

253-2770
"Theoretically, the number of spaces on campus right now, including those at North Campus, can accommodate the students...space is not the problem, the walking distance is." -- Natale Sicuro

At RWC, he said he hopes to attract people who can help start programs and build them up. His dream, he said, is that by the year 2000, to allow everyone to go abroad at least one semester, if not more, and to help with funding of such studies through scholarships and internships.

Sicuro went on to talk about possibly having graduate programs at the college in the future. In campaña, he said they would have to be very conservative about what could become a graduate program.

---

Projects like this not sitting on the cake. They are really needed," Sicuro said.

Create a dynamic first impression with a professional resume by FIRST IMPRESSION RESUMES

10% Student Discount

346 Wood Street, Bristol 253-0870

---

McDonald's

Buy one Quarter Pounder with Cheese Sandwich...get one free

Just present this coupon...you buy a Quarter Pounder with cheese sandwich and you'll get another one free. Limit one coupon per customer, per visit. Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid with any other offer.

Valid until 9/27/90

IT'S A GOOD TIME FOR THE GREAT TASTE

ASK ABOUT OUR COLLEGE I.D. PROGRAM

receive a free med. soft drink with the purchase of any large sandwich or salad entree.

---
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said, "They are really needed."

All of this, plus the necessity to keep the academic programs up with the pace, will cost a minimum seven percent tuition increase, he said.

One of the ways to help take the tuition burden off of the student will be to build up endowments and scholarships over the next 10 years, Sicuro said.

The increase is a reality, he said. He asked students to look at it as an investment in their futures. By getting a bachelor's degree, he said, a person can earn 65 percent more than if he did not have that degree.

In Rhode Island, RWC is in the middle of the tuition range, and Sicuro said he hopes the college can remain a middle range school.

Another question was whether the plan would help to bring more minorities to the college to help increase the diversity on campus.

Sicuro agreed it is obvious the college has been lacking where minorities are concerned.

He said this is because of financial reasons and lack of recruitment. Minority enrollment has gone down, he said, because of getting hard to recruit minority faculty as well.

It is hard to get minority students here, he said, mainly because of the tuition, but also because the school does not offer athletic scholarships that other schools offer which would bring in more minority students. One of the biggest concerns, Sicuro said he has over the years is that students not feel comfortable on a campus where they are not in the majority.

Karen Haskell, Dean of Students, said RWC is working to increase the numbers of minority students and are trying to find ways to make them feel more comfortable.

Some suggestions included hiring a recruiter, a minority counselor and minority mentors, all who would help minority students to better adjust to RWC.

The discussion then turned to the future curriculum of the school. One senator asked if internationalism (getting students more involved in international affairs) would be incorporated into the curriculum, and if a wider range of foreign languages would be made available to students.

Sicuro said that internationalism would be incorporated as much as possible, but that it goes beyond more language courses. It must also go beyond the present London program, he said.

The additions to the curriculum would come about in phases, he said. First he wants to get the surrounding Portuguese and Italian communities involved with the school, and also bring those languages here.

He said there would also be seminars that would focus on internationalism, as well as some day possibly having an international studies program at RWC. He said he hopes to attract people who can help start programs and build them up.

His dream, he said, is that by the year 2000, to allow everyone to go abroad at least one semester, if not more, and to help with funding of such studies through scholarships and internships.

Sicuro went on to talk about possibly having graduate programs at the college in the future. In campaña, he said they would have to be very conservative about what could become a graduate program.

---

RWC President

Natale Sicuro

One logical choice, he said, would be historic preservation since RWC is one of the few schools in the country that even has the major.

Another candidate might be Administration of Justice, which has about 400 students enrolled, he said.

The college can't afford to go into too many programs, he said, so there is a need to be selective.

As far as the proposed law school is concerned, he said the priority is to first see how the study goes.

As the college builds and expands, some problems may come up. One of these, parking, was brought up during the discussion.

Sicuro said there is always a problem with parking and something will have to be done.

Part of the problem will be solved after Almeida is sold, he said, because some of the transient parking will be gone. There will be a parking lot at the north end of campus near the new dorms and a parking lot is also proposed to go on the south side of campus.

Some kind of shuttle may be needed to go between the lots, he said.

Theoretically, the number of spaces on campus right now, including those at north campus, can accommodate the students, Sicuro said. He added that space is not the problem, the walking distance is.

The discussion wound down with the Senate asking if there was anything the students could do to help make town/campus relations better than they have been.

Sicuro said there is a committee from the college that works with the town now. He also met with neighbors of the campus last December in an effort to smooth over any bad feelings (that may have resulted from the controversy with the abutting neighbors over the plan for the new dorms).

The discussion went well, he said, and the communication channels are open. He said the college needs to tell the community more about what students do and have them work with us because the college is here and will stay here.

Sicuro concluded by telling the Senate he would like to meet with them again in May for their final input on the plan.

A rewrite of the plan will be done in April with the input and suggestions worked into the draft.

Over the summer, he said, things will be wrapped up, and the plan will go to the Board of Trustees in the fall.

In other Senate business, a new vice president and three new senators were elected at the Feb. 26 meeting.

Justin Reyher was elected vice president of the Senate. He replaces Brett Conaway who assumed the presidency after Julie Rheault, last semester's Senate president resigned.

The new senators are Alex Dardinski, an architecture major, Shelli Lovelette, a psychology major and Jennifer Samolyk, a theater arts major.

---

"Projects like this not sitting on the cake. They are really needed,"..."
Profile: Lorraine Dennis

By Dolores DelPadre
Staff Writer

If you have taken a psychology course taught by Lorraine Dennis, then you are already acquainted with her dynamic personality and enthusiasm. Dennis began teaching at Roger Williams College 21 years ago at what she called "a tremendously crowded," Providence campus. Dennis teaches a number of psychology courses such as Child Development, Human Sexuality, Introduction to Psychology and The Psychology of Women.

A faculty mentor of the Alpha Chi Honor Society, Dennis is also the author of two books. In 1980, Dennis wrote Developmental Psychology, dealing with today's health issues for nurses. She wrote the book to replace her previous one entitled Psychology of Human Behavior for Nurses, which was first printed in 1955. With its last printing in 1967, Dennis said the book is almost out of print because it is so out of date. The health-related issues in the book were old and shouldn't be referred to, she said.

Dennis received her registered nursing degree at the University of Minnesota and worked at Stanford University Hospital, in California, during World War II. She taught student nursing at Stanford for less than a year. She earned her bachelor of science degree from the University of Minnesota, her master's degree in psychology from Kansas State University and her Ph.D. in human development from the University of Florida.

Traveling from state to state is not a new experience for Dennis, who originally hails from Hibbing, Minnesota. Before coming to RWC, Dennis taught at Kansas State University, Drake University, Pennsylvania State University and Marymount College in Virginia.

Dennis is not the only academic in her family. Her husband, Lawrence, who was the reason Dennis came to Rhode Island, was this state's first chancellor of education. Dennis has four children, two of whom graduated from RWC and two who attended the college for a year. "I think students here don't realize what a good education they are receiving until they have graduated," she said.

Dennis and Dr. Richard Potter team teach Diversity and Power, one of the first general education courses introduced. The course involves looking at the way minority groups are treated and the reasons why they are treated the way they are in our culture. "We also look at the outcome of the way they are treated and the effect it has on a large society," said Dennis who handles the psychological aspects to be learned, while Potter deals with the cultural societal aspects.

Although Dennis is very busy with her classes, she can still be found at aerobics or jogging. Tai chi, a form of martial arts, hiking, and reading are just a few more hobbies that this busy lady does to keep fit or just relax. "Once you stop (exercising) you feel bad," Dennis said. "I'm really hooked."

Lawrence Dennis is the state's first chancellor of education and the psychology professor, author, and faculty mentor of Alpha Chi, Lorraine Dennis has taught at RWC for the past 21 years.
News

U.S. is no longer number one, Nader warns

By Michele Baccarella
Managing Editor

Impending dominance of Japan, consumerism, advertising, and the health care and auto industries was just some of the topics consumer activist Ralph Nader hopscotched over when he lectured at Roger Williams College on Feb. 28.

Nader, who is best known for the campaign which led to the law requiring seatbelts in cars, also warned that if the United States doesn't get its act together, it will slide farther behind nations that at one time couldn't even compete with it.

"America was number one in the mid-'50s. There was no number two," Nader said. "We're not number one anymore. We're 22nd in infant mortalities. We're behind in elementary school education."

The 10 largest banks are in Japan, he said. The Japanese are the largest debtor nation. The U.S. is the largest creditor nation.

"Japan turned scarcity into assets, while we've turned advantages into liabilities," Nader said.

Japan is way ahead of us in reinfabicated housing, solar water heaters and computerized auto parts, he said. "The management of corporations in this country has failed this country."

He said management in the U.S. receives too much comfort, power insulation, bonuses, subsidies and tax breaks. "Japan's message (to us) is to reduce our standard of living."

He told the audience to close their eyes to advertising which he called one of the greatest brainwashing systems.

Americans spend $32 billion on beauty products each year: "We have to regain our perceptual independence," he said. "Beauty's not supposed to hurt. Pretty soon men will be wearing lipstuck called Male Sheen," Nader said.

"Who needs this kind of aesthetic imperialism?" Nader asked in reference to what he called the anti-wrinkle racket. "If we don't question these sales pitches, we become prisoners of them."

Nader smashed the automobile industry, General Motors in particular, calling that company's move to dismantle mass transit in the early '80s, "the greatest single economic crime of the century."

"They got away with a $500 million fine," Nader said. "Now they're paying for it every morning on the highways in southern California."

The health care and auto insurance industries also received verbal darts from Nader. In our seller-oriented society, he said, "$50 billion goes down the drain because of crashes each year."

Garages, clinics, insurance companies and funeral homes are all fed in a domino effect which results from automobile accidents, he said.

"Overcomplexity is the name of the game in car design," he said, "which builds up the tremendous car repair industry."

One solution Nader proposed was to simply make better, safer cars, which included air bags, laminated windshield, and bumpers that could withstand impact at over 10 miles an hour.

"Corporations decided to sell us style over safety," Nader said. "They refer to cars in advertising as psycho-sexual dreamboats."

Health care and prescription drugs were another target of Nader's remarks. Health insurance is out of control, it's growing at four times the rate of inflation, he said.

Over 37 million people are without health insurance," Nader said. "People in the health industry make money when people are sick."

He also said that there is a lot of illegal price fixing of prescription drugs. He said some drugs have been altered, while others damage the patients they are supposed to be helping with bad side effects.

"You lose your job if you do your job. Deregulation became taking the federal cop off the corporate beat."

Consumer activist Ralph Nader was the first speaker in the spring Contemporary Forum Series. Nader spoke about consumerism at RWC on Feb. 28.

Nader did not offer solutions for many problems, instead he attempted to open the eyes of those who attended.

In his closing remarks, Nader reminded the audience, "You are what makes Washington what it is."

"You lose your job if you do your job. Deregulation became taking the federal cop off the corporate beat."

Ralph Nader
Editorial

What do you mean you’re bored?

What did you spend this past weekend doing? Kicking back. Party-ing. Sure, that’s what weekends were made for. Were some of you bored? Did some of you sit home watching The Brady Bunch or did you go home for the weekend? You probably doubt me on these things since there was nothing else to do. Right?

Wrong.

There are things to do on campus besides come. Each year we pay a Student Activities fee. What is the fee get used for? It provides activities for you, the students. Neat concept, huh?

Think about it. Where else are you going to see relatively new movies such as Look Who’s Talking, Lethal Weapon, Batman for free? People stood in lines for hours and paid up to $7 to see Batman and you can see it in That Place for free.

Did you ever go to a comedian or a special event like a hypnotist, music act, or palm reader? Why not?

What’s holding you back? That’s one of the questions that still puzzles Student Activities Coordinator Tony Ferreira. Ferreira handed out 20 free tickets for Guilty Children (an improv comedy group) for this past Friday night. As it turned out, tickets were only $1, down from $2. The staff had set up for about 100 people; about 50 showed. Ferreira said he doesn’t understand why more people did not attend. “It’s early enough, only two hours. People can still go out and party after,” Ferreira is not the only person who is wondering what is going on. Brett Conaway, president of the Student Senate has noticed the lack of student participation at campus events, and has made improving student unity a priority for his term.

The Senate would like to get members of the various college clubs together to brainstorm about ways to make students aware of what is available and to get them more involved in activities.

With all of these people doing their best to come up with activities for students you would think that no one could possibly be bored on the weekends. But there will always be those few people who are never satisfied, no matter what they are offered. To all those people who are essays, to those that will keep attending events and having fun the rest don’t know what they’re missing.

Letters to the Editor

Faculty member comments on Stuart case

To the Editor:

First, I would like to congratulate the editors and staff of The Messenger for the great improvement in the newspaper this year. It is a publication to be proud of. As a Massachusetts resident who has followed the Charles and Carol Stuart case closely, I would like to comment on two controversial points in today’s thoughtful story on the subject (Feb. 13). His comments highlight the assumptions that are so easily made about others and ourselves. The assumptions are made about cities and suburbs, blacks and whites, low income and middle class people. We are all vulnerable to overgeneralizations, and the media, both print and electronic, not only reflect, but also build on them in ways that are misleading.

Dismay, the students were not happy with the dorms they lived in Dorm II for the first year where I met many new friends. To my dismay, the students we already not happy with the college. I would hear students say “the dorms are too crowded,” “the social life stinks,” and “the student body is right.” I wondered why the students were saying this.

The reasons why students were not satisfied at my college and at other colleges in the nation is that they care more about personal comfort and personal freedom than they do about their students and the personnel is not satisfied. It is unfortunate that the dorms are too crowded and the social life is not what students want it to be.

To the Editor:

I first arrived at Roger Williams College in late 1985 as a freshman. I lived in Dorm II for the first year where I met many new friends. To my dismay, the students were already not happy with the college. I would hear students say “the dorms are too crowded,” “the social life stinks,” and “the student body is right.” I wondered why the students were saying this.

I realized the problem. The freshmen class of 1988 was the largest class yet to enroll around 195 students. People were too crowded from the floor. Just the floor I lived on had three “emergency triplets.” And admissions wanted to enroll just another 100 students.

Now in my second year the overcrowding is still noticeable, especially in the cafe. At peak hours it becomes almost impossible to find a seat, and ads for The Messenger areultzions. Carol DiMaiti was the murderer of his wife. How will the students be satisfied? What assumptions are made about others?

Carol DiMaiti is being one of the questions that still puzzles. Carol DiMaiti’s family has chosen to do the latter so as to, as McCary (“The broken bonds of trust”) says, “mend the broken bonds of trust.”

Sincerely,
Temple Fawcett
Education Faculty

Student is concerned over increase

To the Editor:

I first arrived at Roger Williams College in late 1985 as a freshman. I lived in Dorm II for the first year where I met many new friends. To my dismay, the students were already not happy with the college. I would hear students say “the dorms are too crowded,” “the social life stinks,” and “the student body is right.” I wondered why the students were saying this.

I realized the problem. The freshmen class of 1988 was the largest class yet to enroll around 195 students. People were too crowded from the floor. Just the floor I lived on had three “emergency triplets.” And admissions wanted to enroll just another 100 students.

Now in my second year the overcrowding is still noticeable, especially in the cafe. At peak hours it becomes almost impossible to find a seat, and ads for The Messenger areultzions. Carol DiMaiti was the murderer of his wife. How will the students be satisfied? What assumptions are made about others?

Carol DiMaiti is being one of the questions that still puzzles. Carol DiMaiti’s family has chosen to do the latter so as to, as McCary (“The broken bonds of trust”) says, “mend the broken bonds of trust.”

Sincerely,
Temple Fawcett
Education Faculty
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Viewpoints

One view on RWC's accessibility for handicapped

By Kim Stuff
Assignment Editor

Perhaps because I do not have a physical handicap, I had never really given a great deal of thought to how accessible RWC is for its handicapped students. Actually, I've only seen two or three physically handicapped students around campus, although I hear the school averages 10 or 12 'mobily restricted' students. So I thought I'd take a look around campus for any signs of handicapped-considerability.

Most of the buildings on campus seem fairly accessible, with ramps for wheelchairs to enter. There is, however, an obvious lack of attention to the College, Science/Business and Administration buildings, and a motorized door for wheelchairs would, in addition to elevators, be of great help, I imagine. Even the Student Union is without an elevator, but the lower level is accessible to students with wheelchairs -- that is, those willing to brave the steep hill along the side of the building. Speaking of steep hills, the climb from Dorm III, where classrooms Hope North and South are located must be nearly impossible to maneuver -- I hate even walking that hill. But wait a minute. Staircases, doors, and elevators can be adjusted. But the fact remains -- the college was built on a big hill. How do you fix a hill? That is the question thinking what I'm thinking? Maybe this school isn't so great for the mobily restricted.

But special aid for handicapped students via special support groups and special accommodations, is there? I don't agree. It's a small enough school that if you open your mouth people will help to accommodate you. -- Paula Mack

"People say Roger Williams College isn't accessible. I don't agree. It's a small enough school that if you open your mouth people will help to accommodate you." -- Paula Mack

How Charles Rothenberg "got back" at his wife

By Susan E. Cicchino
Staff Writer

Six and a half years ago, David Rothenberg's father was supposed to take him to Disneyland for his seventh birthday. But he never made it to Disneyland.

David's parents were divorced and his mother was awarded full custody of him. She was wrong. David's father took him to a small hotel room in southern California. That night Rothenberg waited for his son to fall asleep, soaked the bed with kerosene, lit a match and fled.

"David's father took him to a small hotel room in southern California. That night Rothenberg waited for his son to fall asleep, soaked the bed with kerosene, lit a match and fled." -- David's father

Down the twisted path of bureaucracy

By Kary Andrews
Features Editor

"She simply wanted to fulfill the role of responsible citizen by requesting that the department give (loan?) her a recycling bin to collect, with the intention to recycle, her plastic bottles, papers, etc." -- Paula Mack

"She simply wanted to fulfill the role of responsible citizen by requesting that the department give (loan?) her a recycling bin to collect, with the intention to recycle, her plastic bottles, papers, etc." -- Paula Mack
National Photography Contest

How good are you with books? How about with kids? Well, if you can creatively combine the two and capture them on film then Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. and Eastman Kodak have the contest for you.

It's the National Photography Contest. The theme is A Child's Room, which is made from pitchmark fish, will be served in the catererias along with tuna fish. SUNY dining halls will display posters saying "Save the Dolphins, Choose Neptuna."

The winning photos will be selected by Kodak and showcased in a calendar to be published and distributed by Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. The proceeds from the sale of the calendar will be donated to the winners' schools.

Prizes are as follows:
- Grand Prize: $2500 cash scholarship
- First Prize: $1000 cash scholarship
- Second Prize: S-900 Kodak Camera Kit
- Third and Fourth prizes: S-500 Kodak Camera
- Fifth Prize (10): Choice of two Kodak videotapes
- Honorable Mention (30): 1 X 14 Canvases Texturized n Engravements

Deadline is Monday, April 30. See the bookstore for details and entry forms.

Menu testing to fine tune meals

By Susan E. Cicchino and Linda Hathaway Staff Writers

Are you one of those people who go to the cafeteria and have the salad and ice cream because you don't like the food? Would you like to have a say in what kind of food you get or how it's prepared?

Well you can do just that by participating in menu testing, which is scheduled to be held at least twice a month. Students collect and read responses from those who live off-campus, who wish to participate in the menu testing, and sign up in the dining hall.

For incentive, students who participate in the testing choose a free visitor's pass to the cafeteria, a free pass for one meal in the Bayou, or a $2 coupon for the Snack Bar.

At the testing we visited, the menu was beef burgundy, lasagna bianca, baked egg noodles, peas, summer squash, and apple pie. After eating, we were asked to fill out a menu response form which asked specific questions about the food we'd tried and suggestions for improvement.

These kids in Portsmouth try to get in a couple of good sled rides in the street before the plows and sanders spoil the fun.
Noteworthy
The faces behind the voices

Photos by Meghan Duffy

Eric Macklin
Monday and Thursday nights

David "Kid David" Zander
Saturday and Monday nights

Chris Murphy
Friday nights

Lorrie Silvia
Saturday mornings

Scott Mallory
Saturday and Tuesday nights

If you've ever tuned into WQRI, you might sometimes wonder what the DJ talking to you over the air looks like.

So we took our cameras into the studio and caught some of them at work.

"Over the last year WQRI has worked towards obtaining the right image and sound desired by its listening audience," said Peter Holden, promotions director for the station.

"It takes the combination of a successful music format along with the right personality," Holden said. "A DJ who can promote the right positive image is the key to the success of the station," he said. "At WQRI several DJs successfully accomplish this goal."

Here are five of them.

---

DUFFY'S NEWS INC.

Cards for all Occasions, Newspapers, Magazines, Office & School Supplies
467 Hope Street  Bristol, R.I. 02809
401 - 253 - 9851

SUNSET BAKERY

Cakes, Pastries, Bread, Birthday Cakes. Cakes for all occasions.
499 Hope St. Bristol, R.I. 02809
(401) 255-9687

Bay Path Cycles

Come and see the New Fuji

Remember, spring is here
Tune-ups a specialty!

open Tues-Sat 10-5:30 and Thurs & Fri eves 'til 7
for your service & Shopping convenience.
13 State St, Bristol 254-1277 - 247-1160
Entertainment

Networks hope for ratings with reruns

By Tim McCarney
Staff Writer

Billy Joel once sang "Get it right the first time, that's the main thing." This is certainly the case in the movies, where the innocent movie-going public is repeatedly bombarded with the same cinematic equations re-worked and re-hashed countless times. Sequels have become big business, but at the same time they have become tiresome, beating the same ideas to miserable death.

Television is cashing in on the sequel craze as well, but in a different sense. With cable and VCRs threatening to lure viewers away, television execs, instead of creating new shows, are re-working and re-hashing the same cinematic equations that seem to end right the first time, that's the main thing. Networks hope for ratings with reruns in the sequel craze as well, but in this age of Trivial Pursuit, we are a nation obsessed with remembering. With all the advances made in television and movies and literature, there is always that strong sense of comfort in things we find familiar. Why should a network writer bang his head against the wall trying to create a new formula, when there's a dormant one just waiting to be revived?

"The Return of the Incredible Hulk." This spring, the folks who bring these shows back to us would like to us think of the characters as part of our lives, part of our families, part of our history. The entire process is actually quite humorous. Why were these shows cancelled in the first place? Because people stopped watching them. Why are they brought back? Because people miss them. It's a vicious circle, but one can not deny that success the networks have reaped from it.

Remember this when you all down with your children to watch "The New All."
End of the World Symposium

By Amy Levey
Staff Writer

End of the World Symposium is a provocative account of the complexities of nuclear war, and how all means of prevention are useless in the long run.

The theatre department's production covers a tremendous amount of ground in its comical two hours.

Directed by Jeffrey Martin, Symposium stars Clark Smith as Michael Trent, a playwright, and co-stars Jesse Howard and Deborah Coconis. Arthur Kopit's comedy depicted Trent's lengthy process of discovery as to why all theories of nuclear proliferation are futile.

Trent is commissioned by wealthy Philip Stone (Howard) to write a play fully exploring the concept of doom and finality of the universe. Trent, initially baffled by this project, devotes all of his time and energy to unveiling and analyzing theories of nuclear war.

He goes to great lengths to obtain personal opinions from such experts as government aide General Wilner (Robert Humphrey), Georgetown University professor Margaret Fitzpatrick (Nancy Greene) and Wargamers (Obadiah Kelley, Natalie Bystriansky) who analyze nuclear scenarios and explain why none will be successful.

Stone chooses Trent because he believes Trent is the only human with the ability to completely understand both the thrill and evil of nuclear war, and to comprehend why no theory of victory would ever work.

Stone's hope is to convey this theory to the rest of society.

He believes Trent can do this because of the way Trent described his feelings of power 10 years ago when considering his feelings and the consequences of letting his infant son fall from a window many stories high. Stone felt as if Trent possessed absolute power, much like our leaders do, but on a much larger scale.

It is not until the conclusion of Symposium that Trent discovers this, as well as why all strategies of nuclear war are pointless.

Symposium reinforces the notion that war makes youth suffer most, because they have had the least life experience.

It is packed with humor, and all cast members were highly credible. They worked well together.

Smith's performance was warm, believable and witty, and judging from the volume of laughter, greatly enjoyed by the audience.

Advertising's image of women

Dr. Jean Kilbourne, an internationally known media critic, lecturer and writer, will speak on Advertising's Image of Women, on Tuesday, March 27, at 8:30 pm in the Manhattan building of Women's Center, and is free, open to the public.

Through her lectures she has revealed to thousands of audiences the serious cumulative impact of advertising on individual attitudes, values, and behavior and on the society as a whole.

In addition to exploring the impact of advertising on women, she will also address the same issues with reference to minorities and men.

Symposium is a provocative account of the complexities of nuclear war, and how all means of prevention are useless in the long run.

Kevin Costner plays a young American in Mexico who falls in love with his friend's wife in the movie Revenge.

Revenge (R)

In Mexico, a young American (Kevin Costner) falls in love with the young, beautiful wife (Madeline Stowe) of a ruthless, wealthy man (Anthony Quinn). The adulterous affair touches off a brutal macho showdown. Instead of passion and tense drama, we find aimless confrontation among characters who make a minor impact. Costner and Stowe fail to register as the illicit lovers. Only Quinn, as the wounded old bull, seems interesting.

Rosalie Goes Shopping (PG)

The quirky satire is an ideal metaphor for the "roaring '80s." It's the tale of a merry, dauntless housewife who fills her family's surroundings with state-of-the-art gadgets, fancy food and new cars. The materialistic binge is accomplished with phony credit cards, juggled bank accounts and unbridled chutzpah. Marianne Sagebrecht, the queen-sized German actress, handles the role with aplomb. Brad Davis co-stars as her trusting husband.

Where the Heart Is (R)

Dabney Coleman plays a successful Manhattan building demolisher who tries to teach his spoiled, artistically gifted children a lesson in real life. He banishes them to a run-down Brooklyn apartment building. This good-looking comedy carries a haughty demeanor. Otherwise it is uneven, humdrum and better suited as TV sitcom.

\$1.00 For:
A bouquet of balloons
Kiss O' Mint and regular condoms
A safer sex pin & much more!

Order:
March 14, 15 & 16
Lunch & Dinner

Sponsored by:
RWC AIDS Committee
RES. Hall 3 Hall Council
Noteworthy

Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology

By Nicole Lesieur
Staff Writer

March is National Women's Awareness Month and Bristol's Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology is celebrating it with a lecture titled Life Times: Native Women from the North.

Margaret B. Blackman, professor and chair of the anthropology department, SUNY at Brockport, N.Y., delivered the illustrated lecture on March 4.

The museum opened the new season on March 3, exhibiting over 5,000 Indian artifacts and relics from polar and subarctic regions. Providence teacher and journalist, Emma Shaw Colcleugh, collected some 68 of the almost 200 objects originating from the subarctic.

In the 1880s and 1890s, Colcleugh left her life in America to travel through the North American subarctic, a land which covers northern Canada through the interior of Alaska. It was during these travels that she collected the items which the museum has owned since 1930.

In 1888, while in Grand Rapids, Lake Winnipeg region, Colcleugh wrote: "As I waited for the arrival of the river steamer I was interested in watching the Indians, how their embroidery on caribou skin I have rarely seen equalled. Young Indian women were taught stitching, embroidery and housekeeping by watching and imitating their mothers and other female relatives. Indians had to do everything on their own. The natives' survival depended on adaptation to the cultural and physical stresses along with a changing environment. They lived in mobile shelters, easily built from earth, bark, brush and animal hide. Their clothing was usually made from caribou or moose hide.

From a social context, Indians valued their belongings. What may have been a piece of trash to one man might have been an item of great value to the Indian. They picked up many of their ideas from Europeans, but were careful not to borrow too much.

Items on display range from original full-clothed outfits and hunting and crafting tools to two canoes and a reproduction of a typical Wampanoag Indian settlement. Other items displayed include children's toys, a scene from Balinese (Indonesian) Shadow Theater, and a "dolly-like" decoration, crafted from teeth marks in a very thin layer of bark.

"Haffenreffer Museum is the best kept secret in Rhode Island," said Margot Schevill, public relations representative for the Museum.

Many of the Museum's acquisitions were discovered during the excavation of Burr's Hill in Warren, which turned out to be an ancient burial site of the Sowams, a principal village of the Wampanoags. A great deal of our collection came from Rudolph Haffenreffer Sr., said Lyn Uvdardy, the museum's program specialist.

Haffenreffer bought the land where the museum now stands in 1914. At that time, an amusement park named for King Philip occupied the land, but Haffenreffer turned this into a dairy farm. After a fire in 1918 destroyed all but two buildings, Haffenreffer then converted the remains into a museum to house his collections. He named it the King Philip Museum.

After his death in 1954, his wife and two sons donated the Museum and 500 acres of land to Brown University. They also created a fund for Museum acquisitions, exhibitions and other important activities. Altogether, the Museum now possesses about 40,000 archaeological artifacts, representing North America, Middle and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and Oceanic. Only a fraction of these are displayed at any one time. They are usually arranged by geographic location, categories or theoretical ideas.

According to theory, the importance of the objects are seen in how they are used, viewed and how they have changed through time rather than judging them at face value.

"Since the mid-'60s when there was a great consciousness-raising movement, people began to realize who they (the Indians) were," Uvdardy said.

"We're a non-profit organization," Uvdardy said. She explained that the Museum's funds come mainly from Brown University, the Haffenreffer family, large contributors, grants and national and state symposiums. Visitors of the museum, usually Brown University and the public, are only minor contributors to the Museum's upkeep.

"Haffenreffer is a University Museum," Uvdardy said. "It is now a small museum to house his collections. He named it the King Philip Museum. After his death in 1954, his wife and two sons donated the Museum and 500 acres of land to Brown University. They also created a fund for Museum acquisitions, exhibitions and other important activities. Altogether, the Museum now possesses about 40,000 archaeological artifacts, representing North America, Middle and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and Oceanic. Only a fraction of these are displayed at any one time. They are usually arranged by geographic location, categories or theoretical ideas.

According to theory, the importance of the objects are seen in how they are used, viewed and how they have changed through time rather than judging them at face value.

"Since the mid-'60s when there was a great consciousness-raising movement, people began to realize who they (the Indians) were," Uvdardy said.

"We're a non-profit organization," Uvdardy said. She explained that the Museum's funds come mainly from Brown University, the Haffenreffer family, large contributors, grants and national and state symposiums. Visitors of the museum, usually Brown University and the public, are only minor contributors to the Museum's upkeep.

"Haffenreffer is a University Museum," Uvdardy said. "It is now a small museum to house his collections. He named it the King Philip Museum.
You Said It

How important is physical fitness to you? How often do you work out and what do you do to keep in shape?

Kerry O'Brien
Senior
North Grosvenordale, CT

"It's very important to me. I helped to get the Crew Club off the ground, so I work out with the team three days each week and in my room every day."

Stephanie Karp
Freshman
Newton Center, MA

"It's very important to me. I come to the gym every day. It helps me manage my time and I feel good afterwards. Also, I teach kids in the summer and it keeps me in shape for that."

Mike Jakiel
Junior
Unionville, CT

"Very important. Basically I lift weights to stay in shape for motorcross. I also ski and ride mountain bikes. Usually I work out four days a week for two or three hours a day."

Scott Gaucher
Senior
Seekonk, MA

"It's very important to me. I lift weights three days a week and do karate once a week. I work out year round because it makes me feel good about myself. It's routine and it's hard, but it's worth it."

Michael Ingalsbe
Senior
Springfield, VA

"It's important. I lift weights five days a week because it makes me feel good."

Swing into Spring at Amy Jeanne's Fashion Box
Come in and Browse and discover us!
Fashions, Formal Dresses, Unique Jewelry Selection and Accessories.
80 day layaway plan
561 Hope Street
Bristol R.I. 02809
open hours 10-5 m-sat. 253-6660
mc, visa and checks accepted
10% off with this ad except sales merchandise.

FREE MOVIE RENTAL
Rent one movie get one movie free
Mon. - Thurs. only
CJ's VIDEO
Discount to all RWC students on Televisions, Stereos, and VCR's
Hours: Daily 10:30-9pm
Sat. 9:30-5:30
709 Metacom Ave
Bristol
253-2909
Closed Sunday with coupon
Hockey team finishes on a strong note

THAT'S STRETCHING IT A BIT...

By Stephen Dwyer and
Neil Nachbar
Staff Writers

The Mens Basketball team
closed out its season a couple
of weeks ago finishing the
regular season with a
conference record of 6-5 and
an overall record of 10-15.
The Hawks crushed
Gordon College, the top
seeded team of the
Commonwealth Coast
Conference 87-71, home in
the rec center, on Friday, Feb.
23, advancing to the finals
against Anna Maria College.
Vinnie Godwin led RWC
with 24 points, six steals, and
six rebounds. Anthony
Luther also finished with 24
points and Sean Banks, the
freshman back-up center
tossed in 12, Brian McKenna
came off the bench and
grabbed four rebounds in the
first half. RWC led Gordon 50­
33 at halftime.

The following Saturday
night, March 2, Anna Maria
surprised a large home crowd
with 24 points, four of which were
three point baskets.

The Hawks beat Anna Maria
rather convincingly, 45-34 in
the first half. At the start of the
second half, the Hawks were
ahead 58-40. However, later
in the game with 3:41 remain­
ing, their lead was cut to nine.

Coach Dwight Datcher
called a time out with
7:41 left in the game and
announced that the Hawks
were without key players
and in need of a time out.

Right after the timeout.
Godwin dribbled the ball
to the corner and nailed a
tunnel shot. Brian McKenna
hit a three pointer as the
Hawks took the lead.

After scoring a lay-up and
three point basket the final
seconds of the game, Anna
Maria took the lead for the first
time at 81-80.

The Hawks, a young team,
were victorious against
Anna Maria, 93-81.

In the playoffs, RWC met up
with Iona, a team they lost to
back in November. RWC didn't
fair much better this time
around, losing again to Iona by
a score of 5-2.

RWC finished with a
record of 7-8 in its conference and
12-12-1 overall. Gambardelli
was the leading scorer for the
Hawks this year with 16 goals
and 21 assists for 37 points.
Bardil had 12 goals and 20
assists for 32 points.

An unidentified RWC Hawk warms up before a recent game.

Hawks lose but say it feels like they won

By Neil Nachbar
Staff Writer

The RWC Hockey Team
finished its season on a strong
note.

The Hawks won their last
three games and six of their
last seven.

This late season
resurgence helped quality the
Hawks for the playoffs.

On Feb. 17, the Hawks beat
Trinity College 4-3. Mike
Simone led the team with two
goals and an assist. Gary
Leonard had 37 saves.

On Feb. 21, RWC defeated
Curry College 5-4. Craig
Maddalena had two goals,
including the game winner in
the third period.

On Feb. 24, the Hawks
were victorious against
Villanova, 9-3. Mike
Gambardelli scored three
goals and added two assists

THAT'S STRETCHING IT A BIT...

An unidentified RWC Hawk warms up before a recent game.

TO OBTAIN PHOTO REPRINTS FROM THE
MESSENGER

Members of the college community may order reprints of photos which appear in The Messenger at any time.

All photos which appear in The Messenger are black and
white.

Orders will be taken for reprints of only those photos which appear in The Messenger. No exceptions. We will do our best
to accommodate requests for reprints from back issues.

To get reprints of photos, pick up a Photo Request Form, which will be available at The Messenger Office, in the Student
Offices. downstairs in the Student Union.

Fill out the form completely, be sure to include name, mailing address, and a local phone number, so we can
let you know when your order will be ready. Also include issue
data, page number(s), photographer and number of reprints.
Allow at least a week for reprints.

You will be charged what we are charged for reprints. Checks
may be made payable to The Messenger. No cash
or credit cards. Your check is your receipt. No pictures will
be delivered until payment is received.

Photos ordered by Monday, should be ready for pick-up the
following Monday.

"The Messenger is not responsible and cannot be held
accountable for reprints that do not come in on time.

WHAT GOES UP...

By Neil Nachbar
Staff Writer

The men's basketball team
finished with a conference
record of 6-5 and an overall record of 10-15.

"We finished very strongly
this year," said coach Dwight
Datcher, about the team's late-
season success. "It was an
educational year for us.

Choose From Our Big Selection Of Donuts!

LOOKSGOOD,DONUT?

Limit two per customer per visit. Offer not good in
combination with other offers.
Volleyball team bounces back to even record

By Neil Nachbar
Staff Writer

After losing the first four matches of the season, the RWC Men's Volleyball team has bounced back. The Hawks won seven of their last 10 matches and five of their last six to even their record. On Feb. 24, RWC traveled to New Jersey to play in a 12-team tournament co-hosted by N.J. Tech and Rutgers-Newark University. The Hawks won seven of their last 10 matches, yet missed the sport, yet sustained the injury. "I'm still feeling like Spdogie Field Hawks stayed hot to Neil Nachbar Sr Writer

injury, this would be knee for the fifth place lost, Metacom DESSERTS against ready to send the accepted THE NEW AGE RITICE

deed and 10 STATE STREET, BRISTOL, RI 02809 in her University. The Hawks (or tournament gets

RL Inr
to end the game. East took form formidable opponent -- East bout their adversary eight in the country in team生产力, RWC's next contest was

tournament and showed definite signs of improvement. On March 1, the Hawks Hosted Harvard University. After a 40 minute battle, the Hawks dropped the opening game 15-10. Between the first and second game the Rugby and Crew clubs and the cheerleaders were recognized and given T-shirts. The loud home crowd helped edge the Hawks on to victory in the second and third games 15-9, 15-13. The Hawks lost the fourth game 15-2, but won the deciding game 15-8. On March 3, the Hawks hosted the RWC Open Tournament. Represented at the tourney were Vassar, Springfield, SUNY New Paltz and Harvard. RWC beat Vassar in its first match 15-2, 15-13, 15-6. The Hawks lost their second match to Springfield, 9-15, 7-15, 12-15. RWC got back on tract and won its third match of the day against SUNY New Paltz, 15-9, 16-14, 15-2. The Hawks stayed hot to win its final match against Harvard 9-15, 11-15, 15-7.

The Hawks placed second in the tourney. Mark Martin and Mike Palazzo of RWC were named to the all-tournament team. Springfield won the tournament and finished the day undefeated. On March 6, RWC played host to MIT and continued its winning streak, 15-13, 15-7, 16-14. "We're starting to mature as a team and play together," said head coach Marcus Jannitto. "We're able to use Mark (Martin) more as a hitter with the lineup we have now. We have the confidence and ability to beat almost anyone in New England."

er

Volleyball team bounces back to even record

Profile: Sherri Rienstra

By Stephen Dwyer
Staff Writer

Sherri Rienstra can tell you the importance of supporting your team. Had it not been for a knee injury, this would have been her third year on the women's basketball team.

A former forward-guard for the LadyHawks, Rienstra has had to sit out all year and cheer on her teammates. Last season during a winter intercession practice, she tore an interstem ligament in her knee. "I'll never be able to play basketball again unless I get a brace," Rienstra said regretfully.

She misses the sport, yet has accepted the injury. "I'm over it (the injury) now," said Rienstra who has been playing basketball since fourth grade. "But it was good watching my friends play."

Rienstra said as manager of the team there was a great deal of unity among the team members. "Being the team manager made me feel like a part of the team," she said. "When I wasn't keeping score and stats, I tried to motivate my teammates."

In the future, Rienstra said she will remember all the friends she made at RWC through the sport. "Basketball opened up doors to all my friends," said Rienstra. She said she would miss will miss Kris (Vacchon), Debbie (Zika) and Maureen (Gradley), both roommates and teammates.

Rienstra, who grew up in Maine, also enjoys reading and being outdoors. When not involved in basketball, she keeps busy working. She has worked for the registrar for the past four years, and she worked as assistant manager for Almeida last year over the summer. The senior paralegal major is also working for Robert Driscoll Esquire law office in Middletown in a paid internship.

Rienstra hopes to go to law school, or become a paralegal after graduation.

400 Metacom Ave. Bristol 253-9968

BUBBLEMANIA GOOD UNTIL 3/27/90

$1 Off any combination wash/dry or $1 Off self-service with this coupon

RIGHT BACK AT YA...
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RIGHT BACK AT YA...
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FREE!

LEARN ABOUT REINCARNATION w/ Karen Nygaard PAST LIVES w/ Joe Pagana THE NEW AGE CAFE IN THAT PLACE MARCH '91 9-11PM

FILE DESSERTS FROM PEABURY'S 401-253-1999

We are now open 7 days a week! Non-Sat. 10 to 6 Fri., till 9 Sun. 12-5

SUPERIOR INCENSE
SELF HELP BOOKS
WORLD RELIGIONS
NEW AGE MUSIC
CRYSTALS & SEMIPRECIOUS STONES
NEW BOOKS
USED BOOKS
PHILOSOPHY
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& VIDEO & AUDIO RENTALS
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Congratulations to all the students who were named to the dean's list for the fall semester of 1989. The list was obtained directly from the dean's office. If you think your name should appear on the list and it doesn't, contact the dean's office.

Lisa Abrons
Kenneth Adam
Mark Almes
Rosana Ake
Stacy Akin
Matthew Allard
John Alfred
Tenley Allard
Isaac Aptert
Jean Anderson
Kary Andrews
Paul Andrews
Thomas Arcari
Sandy Arnold
Paul Arris
Carol Arruda
Heila Arruda
Michele Baccarella
Stuart Ball
Timothy Barthelmen
Shannon Bates
Melanie Bazer
Katrina Bendavid
Jody Berkowitz
Jacqueline Bessette
Patricia Bisshopp
Patricia Blackburn
JoAnn Blanchette
Kim Booyenesky
Jason Borghardleri
Ruthy Bookman
Michelle Borr
Karen Botelho
Richard Bowen
Alan Boyle
Debra Braithwell
Melanie Bridgens
Karen Broderick
Charles Brown
Steven Brown
MaryLou Browne
Kevin Buffil
Naseer Butt
James Byrne
Andrea Caisie
Chris Campanile
Mary Campano
Russell Carbone
Judith Carlotti
John Carnevale
Bernadette Caron
Christy Carroll
Dennis Carroll
Bryan Carter
Sheley Catala
Timothy Celico
Raymond Celona
Cheryl Champlin
Jill Cheatham
Susan Cicchin
Jeremy Cloutier
John Coelho
Chris Colby
Elizabeth Colquitt
Brett Conaway
James Connolly
Jacquelyn Conover
Denise Conte
Wendy Coogan
David Cook
Frederick Cooper
Lyle Cooper
Jose Cordeiro
Jeanne Corser
David Costa
Laurie Costa
Frank Costanzo
Kristine Couto
Peter Crays
Christine Crowley
William Curry
Carol Cushman
Tracy DeCosta
Kerry Daley
Mary D'Amico
Joseph D'Antuono
Lorinne Davidson
Abiget DeAngelis
Isabel DeMelio
Russell DeMeulenaere
Richard Denice
Beth DeSalvo
Letitia DeSjardins
Robert Diffalo
Brian DiMartino
Christine DiMillo
Robert DiRufzo
Sharon Divis
Alicia Doherty
Dawn Domingoes
Alicia Dovale
Joyce Dube
Kathleen Dunn
Susanne DuPont
Angela Dupre
Jennifer Durfee
Keith Durgin
Susan Dutra
Joseph Dylak
George Dyk
Rich Eckert
Susan Falco
Kim Fallon
Dary Farlas
Darren Fava
Bruce Fay
Mary Fay
Erik Feldman
Karen Feldstein
Robert Ferguson
Rick Ferrera
Christine Ferri
Morgan Fischer
Mark Fitzgerald
Paul Flynn
John Fourrier
Karen Fragola
Susan Gadoury
Nicholas Gaglio
Lenore Garder
Michael Garrity
Nicole Garrity
Jamie Gaspar-Gorden
Victor Gates
Gregory Germain
Gregory Goblick
Aimee Godbout
Mark Goldstein
Marybeth Gordon
Kim Gorgens
Joshua Gordon
Heather Gould
Jill Gover
Maureen Gradley
Gail Granville
Jason Grewar
Cheryl Grimshaw
Colleen Griswole
Karen Grzegorzky
Eileen Hadfield
Lois Hamilton
Glenn Hanson
Carolyn Harris
Andrew Hartstone
Erik Healy
Jennifer Hines
Kiersten Hoffman
Wesley Hoffman
Peter Holden
Mark Horner
Jesse Howard
MaryBeth Hubbard
David Hustad
Jerry Ims
Dorothy Ions
Michael Jackwyn
Darren Jones
Ian Jones
William Juhr
Andrew Kamykowski
Philip Kane
Scott Kaplan
Christine Kearns
Doug Keller
Doreen Kelly

**CATHAY DRAGON RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE**

Cathay Dragon Restaurant in Bristol, R.I. welcomes you and your family for lunch and dinner as we take great pride in serving fine selections of Chinese and Polynesian dishes to the public.

549 METACOM AVENUE
253-4484 ROUTE 136 253-4456
BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND

HOURS: 11:30 AM - 11:00 PM
TAKE OUT ORDERS ALSO AVAILABLE
Wanted:
Sports writers for award-winning newspaper.

Experience helpful, but not necessary.

Great for people who like to go to games, meet the players, get the facts, stats and quotes.

To find out more, call The Messenger at x2229 or attend one of our meetings.

Meetings are held each Monday at 5 p.m. in the Messenger office located on the other side of That Place in the Student Union.
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100, FORDS, MERCEDES, CORVETTES, CHEVYS, SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A 18883.

FREE FLORIDA FOR SPRING BREAK
Earn $600 and a free trip in one month part-time. Call Steve (800) 826-9100

RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES
40-50% OFF SUG. RET.
for free info send SASE to Edwin’s 2641 main st. West Barnstable, Ma. 02668 or call (508) 382-0499

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!!!!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. W-18883

DAYTONA BEACH URGENT!! Reps to promote low-priced Spring Break Sun/Ski Party Tours Free trips and Cash Call Hi-Life at 1-800-263-5604

FOR SALE
BRAND NEW QUEEN -SIZE WATERBED-FREE-FLOW MATTRESS FREE INSTALLATION, DELIVERY. CALL MIKE. LEAVE MESSAGE 254-1953. $150.00 OR BEST OFFER.

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!!!
Government jobs - your area. Many immediate openings without waiting list or test. $17,840 - $69,485 Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. R18883

ATTENTION HIRING! CRUISE SHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! DETAILS. (1) 602-838-8885 EXT. Y-18883

ATTENTION EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/ YEAR INCOME POTENTIAL. DETAILS. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. BK 18883

ATTENTION EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME!
32,000/ YR INCOME POTENTIAL. DETAILS. (1) 602-838-8885 EXT. T-18883

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. DETAILS. (1) 602-838-8885 EXT. W-18883

ATTENTION EASY WORK! GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $1 (u-repair).
DELINQUENT TAX PROPERTY. REPOSSESSIONS. CALL 1-602-838-8885 EXT. GH 18883

ATTENTION: EASY WORK! GOVERNMENT JOBS IN YOUR AREA.
Many immediate openings without waiting list or test. $17,840 - $69,485 Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. R18883

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME!
$32,000/ YEAR INCOME POTENTIAL. DETAILS. (1) 602-838-8885 EXT. T-18883

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!!!!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. W-18883

ANNOUNCING AN OFFER
DESIGNED TO SAVE MONEY FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE WELL, A BIT LONG-WINDED WHEN IT COMES TO, YOU KNOW, TALKING ON THE PHONE, AND WHO, QUITE UNDERSTANDABLY, DON’T WANT TO HAVE TO WAIT TILL AFTER 11 PM TO GET A DEAL ON LONG DISTANCE PRICES.

If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the AT&T America Plan could save you a lot on your 5 pm, the AT&T America Plan could save you a lot on your long distance bill. And you don’t have to worry, we’ll keep it brief. Details apply to new or former customers. Call daily 8:30 am - 6:30 pm, Sundays - 8 am. This service may not be available in all service areas.
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Miscellaneous

FREE MASSAGE
at Stress 101
March 15
3-4 p.m.
Meeting place
Dorm 1
contact health-educator
X 2413 for more info.
Be there or be Stressed

Free - Spring Break Trip - Free
Promote and escort our Daytona Trip, Good Pay and Fun. Call (CMII) Campus Marketing, 1-800-423-5284

FOUND
ON FEB. 28,1990 A SMALL SILVER BRACELET ON CAMPUS. CALL 847-1818

NEW BRANCH
EARN $800 -$1,600 MONTHLY FOR
15-45 HOURS /
WEEK.
FLEXIBLE,
DAYS/EVENINGS /
WEEKENDS. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
COMPANY
TRAINING AND BENEFITS. CALL
NOW 353-7630

MUSEUM FROM PAGE 12
important to know that we are part of Brown University. We are also a research museum with a circumpolar lab.*
The Haffenreffer Museum stores and displays history not only from Rhode Island, but from most of the Northeast. Indians were the original settlers of the land upon which we now walk. It is important to know our country's heritage.
In the words of a Guatemalan poet, Luis Cardoza y Aragon, on the Mayan people: "...their cloths recalled the fields, they are covered with them, they dress themselves with skies, birds, flowers, mountains, and butterflies."

DEPOSIT FROM PAGE 4
According to Peterson, the whole idea behind the damage deposit is to give the college some financial security in case of any damages.
"We have an automatic set-up, where if you return to school each fall the deposit is credited towards the next year's balance," Peterson explained, "If you do not return, you are subject to a refund."
After a student graduates or leaves the college, they should contact the Bursar's office by phone or by mail, asking for a refund of the damage deposit.
"I think we need to be accepted, I think some of us have gone to the extreme, that everything should be turned around for them," Mack said, "but the whole world isn't turned upside down for you, so it shouldn't be for me. We have to change attitudes."
"I think there's not going to be any damage charges, how can (RWC) give the money back?"
"(Housing) may not get to do repairs until a semester break, so they don't know if there will be any damage charges," Peterson said.

TOUR GUIDES NEEDED
FOR
SPRING OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY APRIL 1ST
12:00PM - 4:00PM

IF INTERESTED PLEASE CONTACT
GLORIA OR DAVE
IN ADMISSIONS OFFICE

SHARED A HOUSE ON THE WATER
Portsmouth- 10 minutes from campus
3 bedrooms left. $275.00 per month plus utilities
Call Gloria, Century 21
253-9400

AFTER ABORTION HELPLINE, INC.
Need to talk? May we help? Compassionate. Confidential.
Every Evening 7-10 PM
Call 941-3050

HANDICAPPED FROM PAGE 7
I think we need to be accepted. I think some of us have gone to the extreme, that everything should be turned around for them," Mack said, "but the whole world isn't turned upside down for you, so it shouldn't be for me. We have to change attitudes."

ستان

Man

253-9400

NEW BRANCH
EARN $800 -$1,600 MONTHLY FOR
15-45 HOURS /
WEEK.
FLEXIBLE,
DAYS/EVENINGS /
WEEKENDS. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
COMPANY
TRAINING AND BENEFITS. CALL
NOW 353-7630
The finding of 'Lucy', the world's oldest intact humanoid skeleton.

Anthropologist, author, and Director of the Institute of Human Origins, Dr. Johanson is a remarkable man and a fascinating speaker, who presents the exciting world of anthropology in a vibrant and informative way!

**Presents:**

**DR. DONALD JOHANSON**

**Wednesday**

**March 14, 1990**

**Student Center**

**7:45 Doors open**

Direct any questions to Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary Services and Student Activities 253-1040, ext. 2153